AN "ALL HAZARDS" APPROACH TO OUTREACH

Preparedness starts with you

Nicole Graves, Outreach Specialist
OH NO NOT FEMA CLASSES

Yes, the dreaded "F" word!
HELP COMES IN ALL SHAPES AND SIZES

FlaglerLive
Extensive, All Night Air-Ground Search Leads to Rescue of Kayaker Lost in Bulow Creek Marshes
An all-night search with more than half a dozen public safety agencies led to the rescue of a 62-year-old kayaker in Bulow Creek.

- Debris removal
- Search and rescue
- Surveillance
- Rain
- Tides
WHY SHOULD I ATTEND
More than a day out of the field

EDUCATION
Learn the benefits of the Incident Command System (ICS)

TEAMWORK
Meeting peers and colleagues that you may interact with on an incident or event.
HOW CAN ICS WORK FOR MOSQUITO CONTROL?

- Planning for incidents
- Planning for events
- Timely responses
BEYOND THE DAY TO DAY

PRE STORM
Monitoring
Surveillance
Treatments

POST STORM
Monitoring
Surveillance
Treatments
Public Information Overload

- Basic PIO – online 1 day in person
- Advanced PIO – 5 days
- Master PIO – 3-week
RESOURCES

- Items
- Locations
- People
Contact Info:

+386-225-5726
nicole@flaglermosquito.gov
210 Fin Way Palm Coast, FL 32164
FlaglerMosquito.gov